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lu-ation of ideas and views of the philosophy of grammar.

He gives as specimens of this language the Lord's Prayer

and 4-J1) and the Apostles' Creed (pp. 404 and 427),

and compares the first interlinearly with 50 other languages,

ning written and spoken English as two
(p.

-1

ae are probably the only specimens that were ever

written. I give the first two words of the first, namely,

"our father," hat Coba, as he writes them, with his expla-

ns. "(hat). This Dipthong (at) is assigned to signitie

:irst Person plural amongst the Pronouns, riz. We. The

Letter h prefixed to it, doth denote that the Pronoun is to be

used possessively, viz. Our. 2. (Coba). Co doth denote the

Genus of (Economical Relation
;
the Letter (b) signifying the

difference under that Genus, which is Relation of

Consanguinity ;
the Vowel (a) the second Species, which is

'iiff ; namely, Parent," Sex was left undeter-

mined in this case, it comes under Natural Powers VI, and

is expressed in his
"
real character

"
p. 396, and see also

p.
415. It is evident that a language which required such

a preamble could never become practical. Nor could any

language which depended upon any classification of ideas,

as long as it was entertained, for the classification of to-day

must be superseded by the knowledge of to-morrow. Hence

all words which recall a classification in our present languages

are only useful by reason of the classification having been

forgotten, or becoming overlooked. We may therefore

dismiss all such as thoroughly unpractical, including in them

the construction of roots where each letter refers to some

general conception or idea, which, combined with the con-

ceptions suggested by the other letters, make up, in the

mind of the inventor of the root, the general conception

which he desires that root to express. Not only would such

combinations become obsolete, but the inventor would soon

find himself at the end of his resources in inventing them.

Next there is the onomatopoetic principle, which, however,

has such a limited range of action, and becomes so extremely

vague when applied to ideas not immediately connected with

sound, that it may be passed by as naturally insufficient.
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Another plan is to take a language generally known, with

all the values of the words it contains, and make use of

clippings from it as roots. This has been done, or rather

suggested, by Mr. Henderson, in his Lingua, taking Latin as

the basis. An examination of this decidedly ingenious book

convinces me that it is impracticable. In fact it requires a

preliminary knowledge of Latin, and its clipped forms are so

many stabs in the heart to one who knows Latin. The same

remark applies to the other attempts to found a language on

Latin, or Romance, or mixed bases. They all give me the

feeling of breaks down, nigger language, talkee-talkee. And

it is to me very ominous that the American Committee refers

with satisfaction to the Creole Indian jargons. When we

set to work to form a new language, it should evidently be

composed of living co-ordinated parts, and not a loose heap

of dead chips.

It remains then that the roots should be chosen arbitrarily,

like Linnaeus's
"
trivial names

"
of plants, so as to suit the

method selected for indicating construction. But when thus

"
the world is all before us where to choose," it is very

difficult to strike out any path at all, and hence it is necessary

to recur to the forms existent in such languages as happen

to be more or less known to the inventor, and to reduce the

roots to the shape required for the system of grammar and

derivation to be adopted. This is what Schleyer has done.

He has taken a large number (the American report says 40

per cent.) from English, but has so changed the forms for his

purpose, that they are scarcely recognisable. Thus nil near,

HI ear, nim animal, died dread, vol world, flen friend, lad lady,

sol sir, gentleman, all monosyllables, always beginning and

ending with a consonant, and all the vowels long. Prof.

Bauer limits himself to taking the roots from English,

French, and German
; they are, however, necessarily more

or less similarly transformed out of all knowledge. But it is

really of no consequence whatever whether or not the old

words are recognised in their new forms. They have to be

learned by Frenchmen and Arabs who know nothing of

English, just as Englishmen know nothing of the other
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languages laid under contribution. It is necessary to insist

on this in the formation of an artificial language. The roots

must be arbitrarily selected. There ought to be no "most

;ivd nation clause" in this "international commercial

treaty," in the sense that the result should be more easily

comprehended by one nation than another. The Universal

.uage is wanted as a means of communication between

all nations. Every one who wishes to communicate by its

help must learn the meaning assigned to the roots. There

are at present numerous handbooks for teaching Vp., but a

literature is as yet wanting, for Schleyer's little books of un-

connected scraps (Ri/Hapets, or Proverbs in verse; Nur Geist,

a collection of 200 pithy remarks
;
Dan Buck der Wahrheiten,

of a similar character
; Biblika, biblical texts, to which may

be added his Bib L, or translation of the first Epistle of St.

John) do not form literature sufficient for the purpose of

rendering a reader familiar with a language.

That will, however, not be long delayed. The pioneers in

this direction are Fieweger's translation of Lessing's Minna von

H'trnhehn, and Dr. Lederer's Volapukabuks (Andersen, Grimm,

etc.). In the mean time the various newspapers and journals,

especially Schleyer's Vz., and KerckhofFs' Le Volupuk, supply

a good deal of more or less interesting matter to read and under-

stand. But till a very considerable number of roots is absolutely

familiar there can be no proper speaking or writing. In Yz.

for July, 1326, it is however announced from Chicago that

Corinne Cohn, a girl of six, daughter of a professor
of Vp.,

already speaks Volapiik, in addition to German, French, and

English. But then America is so go-ahead !

12. THE ARYAX BASIS GRAMMAR ANALYTIC OR SYNTHETIC.

The third and most important point is grammar or con-

struction, the means by which the relations of thoughts to

one another are expressed. Now here the Aryan theory

breaks down altogether. Anything more perplexing than

the verb in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and even in modern

Italian, Spanish, French, German, and English, could hardly

Phil. Trans. 1888-90. 6
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have been conceived if we had not seen the Semitic verb, and

if Prince L.-L. Bonaparte had not devoted a large quarto

volume to the Basque verb, both of which are of course non-

Aryan. It would be utterly and totally impossible to con-

struct an intelligible universal verb upon any one of these

bases. The American Report suggests that the modern

Aryan forms have become analytic both for tenses of verbs

and cases of nouns. They have become so only to a very

small extent. They could not bite through the meshes of

the net which enveloped them. It seemed left to the mouse

of Yp. to do so, and then Spelin passes through the rent.

The conception of analytic in place of synthetic conjugation

has arisen entirely from our use of periphrastic forms, that

is, of several words having originally different senses, used to

replace one of the Aryan complicated forms, as he shall or

will have loved for amaverit. Now clearly it would be trying

to extract bright water from mud, to attempt to use anything

of the kind in a universal artificial language. What we

want is to analyse the relations and express each by an

appropriate syllable of the simplest kind, tacked on to the

verb or noun (so far as speech is concerned, they may be

separate in writing), taking care that there are no exceptions

whatever. This I contend, and not the periphrasis, is a truly

analytic process. If it is synthetic because the syllables are

placed together, then he-mll-hdve-loved is a synthetic and not

an analytic form. Oh ! but this tacking on of syllables, says

the American Report,
"

is what is known to linguists as the

agglutinative process, and is found in the Ural-Altaic

tongues in high perfection." This relates to Dr. Esperanto's

(Samenhof 's) Langue Internationale, in which
"
the mutual

relations of words to each other are expressed by the union

of invariable words." Mr. Henderson uses the like in his

Lingua, and draws especial attention to the fact that his

relational syllables are all real words. In Yp. they are not

so. They are generally merely vowels, and occasionally

syllables.
You must allow me to illustrate this somewhat,

or it will not be understood by those who have not paid

attention to Yp.
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The mere root in Yp. expresses generally a concrete or

an abstract idea
; aspen a pen, bin a being, nun information,

nut novelty. These are made into verbs by additions of

syllables before or after them. Thus ob, ol, om, which when

used independently mean I, thou, he, act, when affixed to

a root, to erect the noun into a finite verb, having person

expressed, and hence meaning much more than in their

independent state, and this is, I think, the only case in

which added syllables happen to be real words with an

independent signification. Thus arise penob I pen, or write,

binob I am, nit-nob I inform, nulob I renew. Here let me

correct the American report, which says,
"
In the conjugation

the subject follows the verb, bin-ob I am, where bin= &m,

ob= I." Now the Yp. bin does not mean am, but a being,

and in English am it is the m tacked on at the end which

expresses the first person, as in Latin sum, Greek
et/zt,

so

that / am is a repetition, just as in Yp. we may say

emphatically ol binob I am. Thus the ob tacked on is not

the
subject, but gives the verb the form it must assume

when the pronoun ob precedes, just as in Latin the m of sum

prepares the verb for the subject ego. But just as in Latin

the ego is usually omitted because the termination -m is

sufficient in itself, so in Yp. in binob am, binol art, etc., the

subject is not postfixed but omitted, and when inserted is

prefixed. Indeed in the third person it is usually necessary

to name the
subject, and then its name is generally placed

before the verbs, as man at binom gletik, man this is great or

tall, the om remaining to mark the verb and third person.

All these finite terminations have o, but for the infinitive -on

is added with o, making the noun into a verb or new

verbal noun (as in ancient Greek), thus penbn to write, or

a writing, binon to be, or a being, nunbn to announce or an

announcing, mi Ion to renew or a renewing.

Then for tenses
"
augments

"
as in Greek, or prefixed

letters, are used so as not to interfere with the suffixes just

explained. Thus a is present (only used in the passive

voice or in the continued form), a e i are all past the first

imperfect, the second perfect, the third pluperfect, thus
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by the addition of the syllables urn, i/n in every case without

>tion, as, gndal being
"
good-natured," gudalikwn, (jnda-

lik'un. To prefer the former to the latter is certainly riding

a theory very hard.

Then conies the passage about binob I am, already spoken

of, with the comment,
"
this we object to as contrary to the

logical arrangement of the proposition." Now in Yp. the

arrangement of the order of the words, as in Latin, is

arbitrary, because the inflectional system allows it. The

Reporters themselves go in strongly for position as indicating

sense, thus they say "the phrase give to the child a spoon"

would be just as intelligible in the form give spoon cltild, if

we remember that the direct precedes the indirect object."

]n Vp. gicol-od ci/<> spuni might be put in any order, as feeling

or emphasis dictates. In English we should say, when we

use a preposition, give a spoon to the child, or, omitting the

preposition, give the child a spoon, in each case precisely con-

trary to the order used by the Reporters. But they seem to

impute it as a fault to Vp. that "the meaning is largely

derived from placement/' a statement which is quite in-

correct. It is only when the adjective,
as is generally the

case, follows its substantive, that, in imitation of the German

custom, it is not declined, otherwise it is declined. Schleyer

illustrates this on p. 46 of his Mittlere Grammatik, by first

shewing how position can be varied, and lastly giving a

passage which is purposely ambiguous, chiefly from con-

founding the adjective and adverb, and which is immediately

corrected. Now this is cited (and the citation is incorrectly

printed
1

)
to shew not only that much depends on position,

but that
"

it is acknowledged by the author that obscurities

1 The errors extend even to the translation, though here the Reporters had the

German before them. The original has " Gudikbs plidbs Godc das Gute gefallt

where the accents are written to prevent probable German errors in reading.
The Committee print

'

Gudikbs plidos Gode, Goodness pleases God
"
where plidos

ha> no meaning, but may l)e a misprint for plidos, and Gndikbs, like dN Gitfc, is

'

that which i> vnnd/ Latin ban/on, not abstract goodness, Lat. bonitas, which is

gn<1 in Vp.. and //// Ui'fc in German. The ambiguous pa.-sage in Schleyer is

"'/"'/// fii,'/i
plidos, it pleases the good God, or what is good pleases God," or even

"
it please> (jod well," which, in order, should be

;/t/i/,-r
G<nir ]>/idx, <jn<i\L,

pluli,*, yiidikn
t <'<>//>

////V'AS, which are quite unambiguous, but the more usual forms

are plidos Godc yudik, yudikos plulon Gode, plains Godc yudiko, without accents.
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may arise from these transpositions, and there is much de-

pendence on accents and tones." The errors in these state-

ments can only have occurred through carelessness. But

much capital is made out of them, and in summing up the

case against Vp. the Reporters end by saying "its expressions

involve unavoidable obscurities," which is an incorrect asser-

tion founded only on their own mistake.

The Reporters say :

" We are surprised to see the German

third person plural (Sie) retained by the author as a courteous

form. It should be the first duty of a universal language to

reject such national solecisms." Of course it was not the

third person plural in Vp., for that would be oms or ofs, but

it was a special form ons, a quasi-plural to on, used as the

French on, that is meant. The second Yp. Congress at

Munich in 1887, before the Report was read, had rejected it.

But Schleyer says (Yz. Jan. 1888, p. 365, 1138, 12a),
"
It

seems a secondary matter whether one corresponds with ol

thou, or ons courteous you. But if any one does not like to

use ol, or looks upon it as an insult, we cannot compel him

to employ it," and consequently he gives ons with all its

derivatives in the last edition of his dictionary, just pub-

lished. In the East especially a courteous form of address

will be a necessity.

The Reporters say,
" The excessive multiplication of forms

lends to Yp. an appearance totally un-Aryan." This is of

no consequence.
" The verbal theme is modified by sixteen

suffixes and fourteen prefixes." This is a very small amount

compared with the alterations in the numerous older Aryan

conjugational forms, and the heaping of auxiliaries in the

newer, especially when we remember that each suffix or

prefix affects every possible verb in precisely the same way.
" There is a durative tense," already spoken of, but it is

merely facultative, and its effect may be given by adverbs or

auxiliaries as in other languages, aipenob I am habitually

writing, or penob egelo, or fovo, j'ecris toujours,
ich schreibe

immerfort. There is "& jussive mood, conjunctive, optative

gerund, and supine forms all indicated by added syllables,
re-

minding one of the overloaded themes of Turanian tongues."
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There is no supine syllable; supines are expressed by pre-

ens, and the intinitive, which is treated and declined like

a substantive. The passive gerund amandus has indeed a

peculiar form, as pii/dtof, one to be loved, rarely used, and easily

expressed periphrastically. The other gerunds are cases of

the declined infinitive.
"
This mechanism," say the Reporters,

"
is not only superfluous, but if any lesson may be learned

from the history of articulate speech, it is
precisely the

opposite to what the universal language should and must

be." The mechanism being quite different from any that

could be thus alluded to, this remark does not apply, and

perhaps the ease with which these things are acquired,

the rapid increase of readers and writers of Yp., may lead

some people to disagree with the Reporters.

Their own propositions are extremely vague, and so far as

T can see totally insufficient to express modern thought.

They fall back on
"
jargons/' and they pay the English

language the compliment of calling it
"
a jargon of

marked type," which is quite incorrect
;
for though we in-

corporate foreign words in abundance, we almost always

nationalise them, and never lose grip of our Teutonic

grammar. They say that
"
the evidence, both from theory

and history, is conclusive that the progress of language,

linguistic evolution, means the rejection of all paradigms

and inflections and specialisation of the process of placement
"

(p. 14). To my mind the history of the break down of

Aryan forms has nothing to do with the invention of an

artificial language, except to teach us what to avoid. The

strange confusion even of the English verb, the wonderful

use of auxiliaries, the distinction of 1 shall and he mil in the

pure future, never mastered by many English speakers, as in

Scotland,
1 and their difference from / witl, lie shall, with

1 In one of her novels Mrs. Oliphant, a Scotch writer, makes her heroine,

supposed to be an Knglish lady, siy,
"

If you read that I tcitl die,'
1

meaning
/ A/,//// tin- in the simple future, not that she had any intention of putting

an end to her life. This reminds one of the supposed fraudulent bankrupt, who

ported to have declared,
"
I will be a bankrupt," and in whose case Lord

Eldoii is said to have ruled that "*//// and u'ill mean the same tiling," and of the

man in Joe Miller, who, falling into the water, cried in a fright, "I will be

drowned, nobody shall save me !

"
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subtle distinctions again in interrogatives and negatives, may
all be pardoned historically, but would be a digrace artificially.

If ever the proposition of the American Philosophical Society

comes so far as to the construction of a single book of

examples, which I do not anticipate my living to see but

then I have turned seventy-four I own I shall be curious

to learn how they have waded through the grammatical

slough of Aryanism.

14. YOLAPUK CONTRASTED WITH OTHER LANGUAGES AND WITH SPELIN.

The author of Spelin, Prof. Bauer, of A gram in Austrian

Croatia, a mathematician and a linguist, who is thoroughly

acquainted with Yolapiik, possessing a
"
certificate as head

teacher," diped lopitidela, writes four languages, German,

French, Italian, and Croatian, and reads also Latin, English,

Russian, and Spanish, and is therefore thoroughly competent

to compare the two artificial languages, Vp. and Spelin. with

natural languages, after receiving the American Philosophical

Society's Report, just considered, writes to the following

effect (Spelin, pp. 50-54, here abridged).
"
Volapuk is superior to natural languages in these rejects.

I. No exceptions. 2. Almost phonetic orthography. 3.

Latin alphabet only. 4. One place of accent. 5. One

single word for each idea. 6. No grammatical gender. 7.

Treatment of sex as in English. 8. One declension. 9. One

conjugation. 10. Suitability for mathematical combinations

[this is in reference to his own proposed improvements].

II. Simple syntax. 12. Greater and more correct linguistic

feeling. 13. Brevity. 14. Neutrality with respect to nation-

ality as a universal commercial language." [There would

probably be great jealousy if it were proposed to adopt any

existing language as a basis.]

Then he contrasts his own Spelin with Vp., and I may

say at once that if Spelin had preceded Vp. (which was

impossible, as its existence is entirely due to Vp.), and had

been worked out in the detail now attained by Vp., it must

have been far more widely accepted, and have become as its




















